We investigate the linear complexities of the periodic 0 -1 infinite sequences in which the periods are the sequence of the parities of the spacings between quadratic residues modulo a prime p, and the sequence of the parities of the spacings between primitive roots modulo p, respectively. In either case, the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm running on MAPLE computer algebra software shows very good to perfect linear complexities.
Introduction
The linear complexity of quadratic residues has been exactly calculated. One could customarily associate to a prime p the infinite periodic "Legendre sequence" { } 0 n n x ≥ of period p defined as follows: perfect. This is consistent with the fact that periodic sequences with periods generated by independent and uniformly distributed binary random variables are good on average [7] .
In the present sequence we investigate two linear complexity measures associated to important number theoretic sequences, namely the sequence of spacings between quadratic residues, and the sequence of spacings between consecutive primitive roots.
Let the quadratic residues modulo p be 
It is known that the quadratic residue spacings have an exponential distribution, with the number of pairs of consecutive quadratic residues at distance 2 being roughly half the number of pairs of consecutive quadratic residues with distance 1, etc. This exponential distribution result goes back to Davenport [2] .
The binary sequences we are interested in connection to quadratic residues modulo prime numbers consist of the parities of quadratic residue spacings: 
We will take a similar approach with primitive roots (generators of the multiplicative group) modulo a prime. Let the primitive roots modulo p be ( ) 
The case in which , 
Computational results
In our computations, we used a MAPLE version of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm [4] in the form of the procedure BM(s, N, p, x) that produces the feedback polynomial in the variable x, for a sequence s of minimum length 2N, with terms in a field of characteristic p. The degree of BM(s, N, p, x) will be used as a convenient measure in our linear complexity calculations (in which typically we choose p = 2).
To get the linear complexities of the parities of quadratic residue spacings corresponding to the 1000 primes in a row beginning with 5 and ending at 7933 we used a simple MAPLE code. The idea is simple:
for any prime p in the desired range, To get the linear complexities of the parities of primitive root spacings corresponding to the 1000 primes in a row beginning with 11 and ending at 7949 we used a simple MAPLE code. The idea is similar: for any prime p in the desired range,
• Produce a complete list of primitive roots modulo p starting from the least primitive root primroot(p) -the first term of the list -and recursively appending the least primitive root greater than the previous term in the list. The list is already sorted and has ( )
• Calculate the differences between consecutive terms (these would be the list of primitive roots spacings, with ( )
• Reduce the list of spacings modulo 2 then duplicate it
• Apply the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm to the duplicated binary list (the output is the degree of the feedback polynomial)
• Normalize the linear complexity output by dividing it by ( ) The MAPLE code that we used is shown below.
N:=1000: for r from 1 to N do p:=ithprime(r+5); g:=primroot(p): x(1):=g: for k from 2 to phi(p-1) while x(k) <>1 do x(k):=primroot(x(k-1),p) end do: L:=[seq(x(k),k=1..phi(p-1))]: M:=[seq(x(k+1)-x(k),k=1..phi(p-1)-1)]: PRR:=[op(M mod 2),op(M mod 2)]: E(r):=evalf(degree(BM(PRR, phi(p-1)-1,2,x),x)/(phi(p-1)-1)): end do: LR:=[seq(E(r),r=1..N)]; Histogram(LR, frequencyscale=absolute);
The result of the MAPLE analysis of the primitive roots spacings shows, again, very good to perfect linear complexities in the 1000 elements list ( ) 11 7949 defined by the primitive roots spacing parities.
Monte-Carlo experiments with quadratic residues and primitive roots spacings
In what follows we will randomize the search for complexities of the parities of quadratic residues and primitive root spacings, and the result will be a Monte Carlo type analysis in which, for each of the N randomly selected large primes p, we look at the sequences of quadratic residues and primitive roots within a randomly selected discrete interval of size K in the set of integers modulo p. Within any such interval I (which may be seen as a "window" of size K into the larger total set of quadratic residues or primitive roots modulo p, respectively) we perform essentially the same type of analysis as the one effected in Section 2 above.
Here are some specifications and outcomes of our Monte Carlo -type experiments.
Quadratic residues case
• N random selections of prime numbers r p with • Within any such finite field • Note that in the sample calculation presented here, we use 1000
• The differences between consecutive quadratic residues within the interval r I are then calculated, and the differences are then reduced modulo 2 to produce a binary string r W .
• The Berlekamp-Massey algorithm calculates the linear complexity of the infinite periodic bit stream having r W as period, which is normalized by dividing it by r W , thus producing an element
• A histogram of list consisting of 
.K)]: M:=select(i->L[i]=p-1, [$ 1..nops(L)]); W:=[seq(M[t+1]-M[t],t=1..numelems(M)-1)]: PR:=[op(W mod 2),op(W mod 2)]: PRCOMPL(r):=evalf(degree(BM(PR,numelems(M)-1,2,x),x)/(numelems(M)-1)): end do: PRLIST:=[seq(PRCOMPL(r),r=1..N)]: Histogram(PRLIST,frequencyscale=absolute);

